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of two gangways. One or other of the gangways was always
brightly illuminated from behind, and so wired that in using
it the rat suffered an electric shock through his feet: thus, in
order to avoid an unpleasant experience, he had to leave the
tank by the dark gangway. McDougall found that initially
the rats made, on an average, about 165 errors, receiving there-
fore the same number of shocks, before learning to go by the
dark route. Continuing his experiments with the progeny of
the original rats, he found that in the twenty-third genera-
tion only 25 errors, on an average, were made before the
desirable habit was acquired. Thus the young acquire useful
habits more easily than their parents, although it probably
takes thousands of generations for such habits, and any struc-
tural changes associated with them, to appear independently
of the 'lessons.*
We have now reached, by a somewhat circuitous route, a
provisional answer to our original question: "How do in-
stincts originate ? " Instincts are racial habits which have prob-
ably been slowly transmitted in the way indicated above. A
certain race of animals would find itself in circumstances in
which certain habits would have to be acquired if self- and
race-preservation were to be achieved. The same circum-
stances persisting, their progeny would acquire the useful habit
rather more easily. In successive generations the tendency to
acquire this habit would become stronger and stronger, and
eventually the habit would not have to be learned at all.
Further, we must suppose that, behind the habits, certain brain
and mental structures would be formed and passed on.
For example, animals in danger would acquire the habit of
running away, since this reaction deals most effectively with
the situation. Successive generations would more easily ac-
quire the habit, until finally it would not need to be acquired at
all. The engram complex determining the action would then
develop in the individual independently of his experience, and
would constitute an instinct. No doubt such a process must
have been extremely slow, for all our instincts relate to the re-
mote past of the race and to uncivilized existence. But it is
permissible to hope, especially since man is now taking himself

